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Agenda

 The why
 The what
 The which
 The how
 The demo
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Why

 Single Sign On Cookies vulnerability
 Significant increase in number of users
 Semi-public corporate network
 SAP (finally) goes Web and mobile
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Why
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Nothing new
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But now it’s getting closer to home….
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How

 SAP vulnerability assessment
 Scope: all SAP systems, all corporate networks

 White-box approach

 Collect data manually / with tooling onsite

 Build report offsite

 Share high priority findings early

 Present general findings
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 Extensive 73 
page report 
with findings 
and steps to 
mitigate

 Insight in how 
exploiting 
different 
weaknesses 
combined 
result in full 
access



Which

 PRD
 QAS / ACC
 DEV
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Start at the weakest link…..
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default 
connections
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Show

 SAP Gateway
 Use the SAP RFC gateway from UvA guest/student/eduraom networks to create a 

SAP user with SAP_ALL

 Default users
 Use a ‘forgotten’ default user sap* in a sandbox system to login and gain all 

password hashes for all clients using DB02

 Passwords bruteforcing
 BCODE

 OCLhashcat



Taking advantage of the RFC Gateway
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 Access to gateway port range 3300-3399
 Default without authentication check (changed as of 7.3 new installations
 See http://sapvod.edgesuite.net/TechEd/TechEd_Vegas2012/pdfs/SIS203.pdf
 Security through parameters gw/sec_info en gw/reg_info, but also 

gw/sim_mode



Walkthrough 1/2

1. Try to find a SAP server with an unprotected gateway
2. Try to create launch an Operating System command 

remotely
3. Try to create a user with all authorizations
4. Login with that user
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Tooling requires default passwords....
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Walkthrough 2/2

1. Try to logon with SAP* in any client
2. Capture the table with all passwords
3. Dehash the passwords
4. Login with a compromised user
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